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SALIENCY MAP IN IMAGE VISUAL QUALITY ASSESSMENT AND PROCESSING 
 

Images are mainly viewed and analyzed by humans. Because of this, in the characterization of image quality 
and effectiveness of image processing, it is necessary to take into account the peculiarities of the human vision 

system and cognition that are very complex. Saliency maps as well as priority and meaning maps introduced 

recently are the attempts to incorporate specific features of human vision into image analysis and processing 

fields. Many authors that consider the aforementioned maps consider them from different viewpoints. Thus, the 

basic subject of this paper is the factors that influence and determine these maps. Among such factors, there are 

low-level features as well as social and psychological ones such as emotions, age, and life values. The main goal 

of this paper is to give a brief survey of these factors and to consider how maps are already used in image quality 

assessment and processing as well as how they can be employed in the future. The tasks of the paper are to 

provide a definition of saliency, priority, and meaning maps, to analyze the factors that influence these maps, 

and to evaluate what improvement can be obtained due to taking maps into account in the assessment of image 

visual quality and such image processing operations as quality assessment, denoising, and lossy compression. 
The main result is that, by taking saliency maps into account, image quality assessment and processing efficiency 

can be sufficiently improved, especially for applications oriented on image viewing and analysis by observers 

or customers. This can be done by the simple weighting of local estimates of a given metric with further 

aggregation as well as by approaches based on neural networks. Using different quantitative criteria, we show 

what positive results can be got due to incorporating maps into quality assessment and image processing. As 

conclusion, we present possible directions of future research that are mainly related to an adaptation of 

denoising and lossy compression parameters to peculiarities of human attention. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Imaging and images have become more and more 

widely employed in various areas such as agriculture, 

ecological monitoring, forestry, and advertising [1-3], 

etc. In some applications, including medicine and 

advertising, images are mostly subject to visual 

inspection or viewing by specialists and non-specialists, 

although computer methods and tools of data analysis are 

used as well [4, 5]. Finally, in applications such as remote 

sensing, images are mostly processed by computer means 

or specialized hardware/software, although visual 

analysis and interpreting are still used [6]. However, it is 

clear that, in any case, it is important how humans 

perceive and analyze images.  

These studies intended for clarification of the main 

features of human perception of images were started long 

ago [7-9] by psychologists and neurobiologists. It was 

understood more than 25 years ago that primates (and 

humans in particular) have a wonderful ability to 

interpret natural scenes in real-time by “selecting a subset 

of the available sensory information before further 

processing [10], most likely to reduce the complexity of 

scene analysis [11]”. Starting from the paper [12] cited 

by more than 10000 times, the aspects of visual attention 

and visual saliency have become a multidisciplinary 

topic intensively considered in image analysis and 

processing (see [13-15] and references therein). Note 

that, along with the saliency map concept, meaning and 

priority map concepts have been put forward and 

considered later (see, for example, [16, 17]). Despite 

several differences between them that will be discussed 

in the next two Sections, all these maps reflect the same 

fact that images are scanned and analyzed by humans, 

specifically where there are points (areas) attracting 

higher attention than other areas. 

Studies on saliency and other maps have been 

divided into several directions. Eye gaze tracking devices 

have allowed getting statistics of gaze fixations in image 

areas [18, 19]. Significant efforts have been made to 

provide appropriate coincidence between true (obtained 

by processing data from humans) and predicted (obtained 

by automatic image processing) saliency maps (see, e.g., 

[20-22] and references therein). Special attention has 

been paid to the use of visual saliency maps in image 

processing including quality assessment [23, 24], 

denoising [25], lossy compression of images [26] and 

video [27], image deblurring [28] and inpainting [29]. 

The latter direction, in general, is explained by the fact 

that, since images and videos are mostly viewed by 
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humans, processing has to be adapted to the peculiarities 

of the human vision system (HVS) and there are 

numerous ways to do so.  

The goal of this paper is threefold. First, we would 

like to briefly introduce an interested reader to the theory 

and practice of visual saliency, give definitions of the 

considered types of maps, and discuss the types of 

features they take into account. Second, we consider the 

main applications of interest where saliency maps are 

already employed and analyze what improvements in 

image processing performance can be attained due to 

this. Third, we try to predict what can be further 

tendencies in incorporating saliency maps in image 

processing applications. 

The paper is organized as follows. Definitions are 

presented in Section 2. Factors that might influence 

saliency are briefly considered in this Section as well. 

Section 3 deals with quality assessment taking the 

saliency map into account. In turn, other image 

processing applications where the use of a saliency map 

can be beneficial are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the 

conclusions and directions for further studies are given in 

Section 5. 
 

2. Map definitions and factors  

influencing saliency 

 

Let us differentiate some concepts in modern 

salience map theory – saliency map, meaning map, and 

priority map. The saliency map concept has been 

provided in psychological and computational theories 

and it refers to some physical, bottom-up properties of 

visual objects, such as color, luminance, motion [8, 11, 

12], size, location [14], shape, brightness, oriented edges 

[16], and depth [30]. Numerous experiments have 

demonstrated that humans tend to primarily perceive 

larger details of visual images, focus on brighter objects 

that are in the foreground, and are well-illuminated. 
However, human attention is attracted not only by 

physical but also by the semantic, top-down features of 

images, and this process is influenced by life experiences, 

emotions, social values, age, gender, and profession of 

persons.  

The priority map concept was developed later than 

the saliency map but earlier than the meaning map 

[13, 16, 31, 32]. J. H. Fecteau and D. P. Munoz 

recommend using the term priority map “to properly 

reflect the combined roles of salience and relevance in 

this selection process” [16]. It includes two main 

qualities – the physical, bottom-up, sensory-driven 

distinctiveness of visual objects, and the semantic, top-

down, task- and goal-relevant information. The last 

aspect partially intersects with the meaning map concept 

because it can include different semantic constructs, not 

only the volitional tasks and cognitive goals of an 

observer but also the meaning attitudes of a viewer.  

As has already been mentioned, there are many 

factors that may determine human attention. The saliency 

map is a two-dimensional map that quantifies attention. 

“Its amplitude at a given point represents how 
perceptually conspicuous the corresponding region is in 

visual space. And it does not matter what caused it to be 

conspicuous” [33].  
Many authors have examined particular factors. The 

main findings are the following. Observers mostly look 

at the central part of the images [30]. The foreground is 

analyzed first, although some objects placed in the 

background might attract human attention as well [14]. 

Larger size objects usually attract attention first, whilst 

smaller size details can attract attention too [14]. More 

contrast, bright color, and better-illuminated objects are 

viewed first [34]. People mostly fixate on objects 

positioned closer, although the dependence of attention 

on depth is nonlinear [30]. In this sense, the findings are 

in good agreement with those in content-based image 

retrieval [35].  
Meanwhile, there are other types of factors 

influencing attention. People tend to find human faces 

and bodies in images [36, 37]. Note that nowadays there 

are various approaches to face search in images [38]. 

Animals, flowers, buildings, and their particular parts as 

doors or windows can attract attention as well [36, 37]. 

These are objects inspired by experience and social life. 

Furthermore, emotions are important. For example, 

Humphrey et al. have examined how emotional objects 

can attract the attention of humans and guide the process 

of viewing the images along with or contrary to their 

physical features [39]. Interestingly, a person tends to 

focus attention on emotionally negative objects (for 

example, weapons) and remembers them better than 

positive or neutral ones.  

Social factors play an important role as well. 

Nuthmann et al. have shown that viewers’ age can 

influence the process of perception of the images. Older 

adults can longer focus on some image features and rate 

different objects as important and meaningful compared 

to younger viewers [40]. This aspect has a relation to the 

meaning map concept that precisely captures the features 

of goal-relevant, social-influenced perception of visual 

objects. This concept was developed by Henderson et 

al. [41] and it emphasizes the need to study not only the 

visual but also the semantic features of the images 

that simultaneously present in them and guide 

attention [17]. The authors stress that the semantic 

informativeness of images affects the attention of a 

person in the first moments of their viewing [17, 33,  

39-41] alongside salience features. Obviously, such 

features are considerably harder to incorporate into 

computer-generated saliency or priority map since the 
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corresponding analysis [42] is more complex than the 

analysis of low-level features.  
As mentioned above, the priority map is goal -

oriented. Below, we give an example of image analysis 

by a person asked to perform a special task – to decide 

whether or not denoising has improved the visual quality 

of images. For this purpose, an observer was shown three 

images simultaneously (Fig. 1) – a noisy and the 

corresponding filtered ones in the upper row as well as 

the noise-free (etalon, reference) image in the lower row. 

Analysis of gaze fixations in Fig. 1 shows the following. 

First, there are much more fixation points in noisy and 

filtered images than in the reference one. Second, the 

positions of the fixation points in noisy and filtered 

images coincide only partly. Third, attention is paid 

mostly to the object in the center and, basically, to near-

edge points with relatively high contrasts. All these 

observations are in good agreement with the tendencies 

considered above.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Illustration of gaze fixations in solving  

the task of filtering efficiency analysis 
 

3. Quality assessment 
 

The two main groups of visual quality metrics are 

full-reference (FR) and no-reference (NR). The former 

group employs a given and the corresponding reference 

images for metric calculation and is, in general, able to 

characterize image visual quality more accurately 

(adequately). The latter group does not need to have a 

reference in disposal but possesses less accuracy.  

Different variants of saliency maps have been 

exploited in FR assessment of image visual quality. The 

paper [43] considers several known elementary quality 

metrics and several visual saliency maps (VSMs) where 

weighting that takes VSM into account is used. It is 

shown that due to this Spearman rank order correlation 

coefficient (SROCC) between the modified metrics and 

mean opinion score (MOS) for the modified database 

TID2013 [44] has been slightly (by a few percent) 

increased for some metrics as SSIM [45] and MAD [46]. 

Note here that VSM can be easily incorporated into 

assessment if a metric presumes its local calculation (e.g., 

in blocks) with further aggregation of local values.  

One positive moment of the paper [43] is that it 

clearly shows by examples of VSMs that human attention 

is paid to humans (especially, faces), animals, flowers, 

and buildings.  

The paper [24] takes into account that humans pay 

more attention to objects in the center of images in the 

design of center-oriented metrics. They analyze the 

designed metric performance for four known databases 

of distorted images and show that a small improvement 

in metric performance is provided for the database 

TID2013 compared to such an efficient elementary visual 

quality metric as MDSI [47].  

The authors of the paper [48] considered the 

possibility of improving the performance of the metrics 

PSNR-HVS and PSNR-HVS-M [49] that are calculated 

in 8x8 blocks in the discrete cosine transform (DCT) 

domain. VSM has been taken into consideration in design 

modifications of the aforementioned metrics. It has been 

shown that performance can be sufficiently improved for 

such specific subsets of the database TID2008 as Exotic 

and Exotic2. The VSMs presented in the paper [48] show 

a special focus of humans on faces, elements of bodies, 

elements of buildings, and birds’ heads.    
A recent paper [50] has proposed a new pooling 

strategy based on saliency guiding. A thorough analysis 

conducted out for four databases shows that there is a 

rather large improvement in the designed metric in terms 

of rank correlation with MOS for some databases.   
L. Zhang et al. [51] proposed VSI (Visual Saliency-

Induced Index) in 2014. It provides aggregate SROCC 

close to 0.9 for the database TID2013, which is one of 

the best results. Even better SROCC values are produced 

by the visual saliency-based structural contrast quality 

index [52] proposed by Shahab Uddin et al. in 2019.  
Certainly, the FR-metric performance depends on a 

used VSM. Different variants of VSMs are considered 

in [53] and it is shown that Ma’s VSM [54] provides 

certain benefits compared to Itti’s VSM.  
The use of VSMs has gained popularity in NR 

quality metric design, especially based on neural 

networks [55-57]. J. Ryu has tested the metric [55] for 

the KADID-10K dataset and got SROCC equal to 0.834, 

which is considerably larger compared to many known 

NR metrics and close to good FR metrics. C. Charrier et 

al. have designed the SABIQ metric that has been tested 

for TID2013 and CSIQ databases. The results for 
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particular types of distortions were either the best or 

among the best. The authors of the paper 

[57] have obtained excellent results, where it is 

demonstrated that SROCC and Pearson correlation both 

reached 0.88 for the KADID-10K dataset 

(http://database.mmsp-kn.de/kadid-10k-database.html). 

The presented results stress that one more time VSMs 

offer information useful for image quality assessment. 
 

4. VSM in image processing 
 

The peculiarities of HVS have also been widely 

exploited in image and video processing. We focus here 

on two basic operations such as image lossy compression 

and denoising. 

Lossy compression is used to reduce the data size 

sufficiently (by several times) and the task is to minimize 

distortions introduced for a given compression ratio 

(CR). Although introduced distortions are still often 

characterized by conventional metrics such as mean 

square error (MSE) or peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) 

[58], visual quality metrics are used more and more often 

[59-61]. Rate-distortion optimization is applied to obtain 

an appropriate compromise between CR and quality for 

a given image [62-64]. 

This quality can be perceived in different ways 

depending on the application and goals of image/video 

viewing (analysis) [65, 66]. In [65], it is shown that the 

central part of the image containing letters attracts the 

attention of observers and, due to this, the quality of its 

preservation at the lossy compression stage determines 

judgments of humans concerning what coder is the best. 

They show how this property can be incorporated into the 

coder design, leading to better results for a set of test 

images. 

The first attempts to directly incorporate VSM into 

image and video compression were done about 20 years 

ago [67-69], where the authors modified JPEG format 

using region-dependent quantization [67], compressed 

salient and non-salient regions by separate algorithms 

[68], and applied saliency-based non-uniform 

compression [69]. Later region of interest (ROI) based 

lossy compression of images and video has become a hot 

topic [70-72] where the ROI concept is quite close to the 

VSM one. Such approaches can be implemented easier if 

compression is carried out using blocks. Then, 

orthogonal transform coefficients can be quantized 

adaptively taking into account belonging of a given block 

to ROI (or a fragment of high visual attention) or not. 

ROI-based compression has become especially popular 

in medical imaging [73], where it is important not to lose 

diagnostically valuable information.  

In the image filtering theory, it was known 40 years 

ago that edges and small-sized details attract human 

attention and, thus, their preservation was paid special 

attention [74]. Nonlinear filter design was the first step 

[74-76] followed by intensive development of locally 

adaptive, transform-based, and non-local groups of 

techniques (see [77-79] and references therein, 

respectively). Scanning window nonlinear filters 

preserve valuable information due to nonlinear 

operations with local data; locally adaptive denoising 

techniques apply filters with different properties or 

parameters to locally active and passive areas; transform-

based methods employ differences in spectral properties 

of a signal component in different regions; finally, non-

local filters use the similarity of image fragments 

(patches, blocks) to improve denoising efficiency, in the 

first order, by better edge/detail/texture preservation. The 

most advanced denoising techniques such as BM3D [79] 

and its modifications [80] incorporate the useful 

properties of non-local and transform-based denoising.  
This leads to the better visual quality of images 

denoised by the new generation of filters. To prove this, 

let us present the results of experiments carried out using 

an eye-tracker. An observer analyzed 45 frames (sets of 

three images simultaneously presented on the screen). 

Each frame contained three images: an original (noise-

free) placed below, its noisy version placed on the top 

left, and a filtered one placed on the top right (see the 

examples in Figures 1 and 2). All test images were of 

equal size and displayed without any size changes 

(zooming). Additive i.i.d. Gaussian noise with variance 

values equal to 49, 100, and 225 was added to make noise 

visible in noisy images, at least, in homogeneous image 

regions. The example in Fig. 2 shows the case when noise 

is masked by texture in most fragments of the image.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Illustration of three images used in solving 

 the task of filtering efficiency analysis 
 

http://database.mmsp-kn.de/kadid-10k-database.html
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Five filters have been tested: 3x3 mean, 3x3 

median, 5x5 sigma, 5x5 local statistic Lee (version for 

additive noise), and BM3D. The mean filter is an 

example of linear filters, and the median and sigma filters 

[74, 76] are examples of scanning window nonlinear 

denoising techniques. The local statistic Lee filter [75] 

(version for additive noise) is a simple locally adaptive 

filter, and BM3D [79] represents modern non-local 

denoisers.   
Each image was processed by only one filter. Nine 

different images were processed by one of the listed 

filters. Each filter was applied to three images with high 

complexity (textural), three images of the middle, and 

three images of low (with a high percentage of 

homogeneous regions) complexity. Each filter was 

applied to three images with noise variance 49 (one 

complex, one simple, and one with middle complexity). 

The same with noise variances 100 and 225. 
An observer was asked to compare noisy and 

filtered images having an opportunity to look at the 

corresponding original (noise-free) image placed in the 

lower row as well. For each frame, the observer was 

given up to 10 s for viewing and then he was asked to put 

marks to the “filtering effect” using 5 levels of opinions 

(-2 points if sufficient degradation of visual quality is 

observed due to filtering, -1 if degradation is observed, 0 

if the visual quality of noisy and filtered images are 

approximately the same, +1 is an improvement of visual 

quality occurs, +2 if this improvement is essential). The 

observer did not know what filter was used for a given 

frame, he had only to say the opinion (score) that was 

fixed. The observer has not also seen the test images 

earlier (before experiments).  

The observer’s head was fixed. This was done 

because of the two reasons. First, many known 

methodologies of performing visual experiments 

recommend doing so. Second, it was needed for 

performing an eye tracker calibration before performing 

experiments. The eye tracker is equipped with software 

that allows determining gaze fixations and the percentage 

ratio of attention attracted by each of the three images 

presented on the monitor. Recall that the noise-free 

image attracted very little attention. The main attention 

was paid to edge/detail fragments in both noisy and 

filtered images.  

Filtering efficiency results (sums of points got by 

each filter for 9 images processed by it) are presented in 

Table 1. According to them, the BM3D filter is the best, 

and it has provided an improvement in image visual 

quality for most images processed by it. The sigma filter 

is also good enough. Other considered filters either 

remain the image visual quality almost the same (on 

average) as the Lee filter does or degrade it (as the mean 

and median filters). 

These results are in good agreement with other 

experiments performed to study the filter efficiency and 

expedience of filter application for image quality 

improvement [81, 82]. 

 

Table 1  

Comparison of filter performance 

# Filter type 
Aggregate 

points 

1 BM3D [79] 8 

2 Sigma [76]  6 

3 Lee [75] 1 

4 Median [74] -6 

5 Mean [74] -13 

 

It has been shown in [81-83] that denoising is 

usually reasonable if images of low and middle 

complexity are contaminated by middle-intensity noise 

(and, of course, a filter is efficient enough). BM3D 

demonstrates sufficiently better efficiency than the DCT-

based filter [83] in terms of visual quality and this is 

mainly due to better edge/detail preservation, which is 

paid special attention by observers.  
 

5. Conclusions and perspective directions 
 

In this paper, we have presented definitions of maps 

used in image analysis and processing. It is shown that 

many factors determine these maps and it is not an easy 

task to automatically generate SVM that agrees well with 

maps obtained from experiments with subjects that pay 

attention to both low-level and high-level features.  
A brief analysis of VSM use in image quality 

assessment is given. It is demonstrated that VSMs help 

better assessment. Similarly, human attention is 

incorporated in image processing for such typical 

operations as lossy compression and denoising. Despite 

the improvement of PSNR by a few dB, processed 

images might be often assessed as having worse visual 

quality compared to original (noisy) ones [82].  
Keeping this in mind, we can mention a few 

directions for further research that seems interesting and 

able to provide new benefits. First, there are new areas 

such as medical diagnostics [84, 85], where saliency 

maps can be useful. With the increased efficiency of 

computations, VSMs can be more widely used in video 

compression [86], including approaches based on 

artificial intelligence [87]. ROI-based denoising 

techniques might be of interest for some 

applications [88]. The prediction of filtering efficiency 

can be useful [89]. Most probably, convolutional neural 

networks will play an important role in these directions 

and applications.  
Special tools for a thorough analysis of compression 

and denoising efficiency that allow the calculation of 
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different metrics, including neural network-based ones 

can assist in better analysis and design.  
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КАРТИ ЗНАЧУЩОСТІ В ОЦІНЦІ ВІЗУАЛЬНОЇ ЯКОСТІ  

ТА ОБРОБЦІ ЗОБРАЖЕНЬ  

Володимир Лукін, Катерина Батаєва,  

Сергій Абрамов 

Зображення в основному переглядають і аналізують люди. Через це при характеристиці якості 

зображення та ефективності обробки зображень необхідно враховувати особливості системи зору та пізнання 

людини, які є дуже складними. Карта значущості, а також карти пріоритетів і смислів, що нещодавно 

запропоновані, є спробами врахувати специфічні особливості людського зору до застосувань аналізу та 

обробки зображень. Багато авторів, які розглядають вищезгадані карти, аналізують їх з різних точок зору. 

Таким чином, основним предметом даної статті є фактори, які впливають і визначають ці карти. Серед таких 

факторів є ознаки низького рівня, а також соціально-психологічні фактори, такі як емоції, вік, життєві 

цінності. Основна мета статті полягає в тому, щоб дати короткий огляд цих факторів і розглянути, як карти 

вже використовуються для оцінки якості зображення та обробки, а також як вони можуть бути використані в 

майбутньому. Завдання роботи полягають у тому, щоб дати визначення картам значущості, пріоритету та 

смислу, проаналізувати фактори, що впливають на ці карти, оцінити, яке покращення можна отримати за 

рахунок врахування карт при оцінці візуальної якості зображення та інших операцій обробки зображень, як-

то придушення шумів і стиснення з втратами. Основний результат полягає в тому, що, беручи до уваги карти 

значущості, можна значно покращити оцінку якості зображення та ефективність обробки, особливо для 

програм, орієнтованих на перегляд та аналіз зображень спостерігачами або клієнтами. Це можна зробити за 

допомогою простого зважування локальних оцінок заданої метрики з подальшим агрегуванням, а також за 

допомогою підходів на основі нейронних мереж. Використовуючи різні кількісні критерії, ми показуємо, який 

позитивний результат можна отримати за рахунок включення карт в оцінку якості та обробку зображень. У 

якості висновків ми представляємо можливі напрямки майбутніх досліджень, які, головним чином, 

стосуються адаптації параметрів шумозаглушення та стиснення з втратами до особливостей людської уваги. 

Ключові слова: карта значущості; оцінка якості; обробка зображень. 
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